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Overview

Front Side

Purpose: measure momenta of forward-going tracks up to ~20o

(relative to photon beam line)
Sandwich design: 6 layers/package
Each layer: cathode / anode / cathode
Cathode planes divided into strips
Adjacent layers rotated by 60o with respect to each other
4 packages (currently) equidistant along z



FDC prototype
16 sense wires with 10 mm pitch
2 planes of 32 cathode strips with 5 mm
pitch, +/- 45o with respect to the wires

Goal: measure space point
with <150 µm resolution
in each coordinate



Previous status (as of Oct.'04)
Test stand set up in EEL building
Saw first signals from strips and wires on oscilloscope
Started reading out anode and cathode signals with DAQ

Cathode signals

Anode signal





Resolution as a function of position

Run lasted about 48 hours.



Cathode charge distribution

K3 consistent with 0
K2 about 1.1
b0 = flat background

High signal to noise:
~145/0.42 = 345:1 (peak) !

Modified version of empirical
formula due to Gatti, et al. /
Mathieson, et al.

Need S:N>100:1...



Optimization of fit parameters

Best resolution:
5 strips involved in fit per

cathode layer

K3=0, fixed
Studied resolution for
different fixed values of K2
Broad minimum about
K2=1.15





Cathode resolution studies
Some dependence on sense
wire HV
Higher HV values better

Weak dependence on fit
quality
170 µm resolution
achievable...



Ensuring cathode-anode gap uniformity
Critical to avoid local gain variations in strip signals
Proposal: use NOMEX honeycomb as stiffener for cathode planes
Low density: 0.029 g/cm3 available
Technique used by other groups (H. Fenker, et al.; CMS)
Downside: adds material to FDC increased multiple scattering!



Conclusions from cathode studies

Resolution goal = 150 µm...
Probably need to do better than this on bench
Harsh environment (RF, radiation, etc.) in final GlueX detector

Can reconstruct wire positions with ~170-190 µm resolution
Sensitive to quality of strip-to-strip gain calibration

Discovered distortions of cathode planes – need to improve construction
technique!

ATLAS study showed large changes in cathode signals for relatively small
displacements of cathode planes

Planned studies: vary gap between strips (vary strip-to-strip
capacitance)
To improve resolution further, may need to decrease strip pitch from 5
mm to 4 or 3 mm...

(and ideas for future work)





Anode studies
Anode time distance from wire
Drift time distribution after wire plane fix:

No field wires – cell not optimal
for drift time measurement...
Plan to have alternating field and
sense wires.





More on Test Setup
Allows study of tracks that are not normally incident
Allows study of resolution transverse to prototype wires
Compare track projection to position deduced from
prototype anode wire times

Status: tracks reconstructed, preliminary time-to-distance calibration:

σ ~ 450 µm



dE/dx information from the FDC
Kaon/proton/pion
separation possible in some
momentum ranges.

For more information, see:
Daniel S. Carman's talk tomorrow
morning
Gerard Visser's talk tomorrow
afternoon



Monte Carlo

Design questions we need to address:
Ratio of number of cathode layers to anode layers
Current thinking is 2 cathode layers/anode layer
Can we get away with 1 cathode layer?
Number of layers per package
Number of packages
z positions of layers and packages

MC allows study of effects of multiple scattering due
to adding material to the FDC

Preliminary studies done using HDFast
Generated pion tracks with momenta in set
{0.25,0.5,0.75,1.0,1.5,2.0,2.5,3.0,4.0} GeV/c
Observed some unexpected behavior
Need to move toward Geant-based MC!



HDFast Results
Threw π+ tracks at 10o

4 packages, 6 chambers each,
equal separations between packages
With no material, relative
momentum resolution δp

T
/p
T
~ p

Material: resolution smeared
due to multiple scattering

δp
T
/p
T
~1/β

Gas layers: noticeable effect!
Copper layers (= 17 µm/layer):
large effect...

Right magnitude?



More HDFast results
Chamber = cathode/anode/cathode
5 chambers/package about the same as
6 chambers/package

6 chambers/package better for pattern
recognition

4 chambers/package the worst

4 equally separated packages
better than 3

4 package case dominated by
multiple scattering
3 package case dominated by
position resolution



Cathode Strip Chamber simulation

Study effects of noise and missing strips on position reconstruction
Understand different contributions to resolution

Provide more realistic description of cathode hits for Geant MC
Test reconstruction algorithm and pattern recognition in analysis software

Simulation under development...



Conclusions

A lot of progress since Detector Review:
Noise/grounding issues under control
Numerous Monte Carlo studies – further development
underway
Can reconstruct prototype anode wire positions with
~170-190 µm precision using both cathode planes
Can reconstruct tracks with test stand with ~450 µm
precision

Further studies with different wire plane configuration and
different gaps between strips planned

GlueX-doc-417-v2 FDC Particle Identification via dE/dX Daniel S. Carman
GlueX-doc-453-v1 FDC Prototype Studies Simon Taylor, et. al.
GlueX-doc-418-v2 HDFast Simulation Study of the FDC Simon Taylor
GlueX-doc-364-v3 Forward Tracking Daniel S. Carman
GlueX-doc-281-v1 Forward Tracking Simon Taylor, et al.

Recent GlueX notes related to the FDC:



Backup slides



Cosmic ray telescope

Trigger: coincidence between top and bottom scintillator paddles.
Coincidence logic in NIM electronics.

Cosmic ray test chamber anode signals amplified/discriminated by
chamber mounted LeCroy 2735DC boards with adjustable thresholds.

Timing signals read out with LeCroy 1877S multi-hit FASTBUS TDCs.

Purpose: Define tracks with
~200 µm resolution at FDC
position.




